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Community
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An online community creates a customer 
network where you own the experience 
and the data. When brands invest in a 
space for people to easily and securely 
connect it produces collaborative 
experiences that reduce support costs, 
accelerate learning, increase loyalty, and 
drive innovation. 

The right community technology allows you to be more connected with all of 
the people that share your brand’s purpose. Khoros is more than a platform; 
we are a uniquely experienced partner with a robust and customizable 
platform that can ensure long-term success because we do it for the best 
brands in the world today.

Have questions?
We’re happy to help. The following checklist 
will help you evaluate the critical capabilities 
to look for in an online community.
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Core capabilities
Your online community checklist

Forums with Accepted Solutions

Blogs with commenting and subscription

Tribal Knowledge base articles that can be automated or built from forum posts with user 
accreditation

Question and Answer boards with limited answering roles

Contests with polls, voting, tags, and flexible UI

Idea boards with voting and configurable statuses (Accepted, Rejected, In Development, etc.)

Events with social live video embedding (Ex. YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook Live, etc.)

Private messaging system with threaded and group messaging

Advanced gamification with 100+ configurable triggers, separate ranks and badging, and 
variability based on role

Configurable visitor or member survey with built in analytics

Integrate #product or @user or @content mentions to automate cross-linking and 
organization of posts

Support for multiple communities in a single instance

Support for multiple languages

User sign-on using third-party tools, such as Facebook Connect

Mobile experience: 

 Responsive UI and Android/iOS development kits (SDK)
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Mobile customization available 

Native search capabilities 

 Searches filterable by specific objects or content

 Promoted search results and search analytics

 Configurable synonym search for acronyms or jargon

Rich media content editing and emoji support

Built in SEO best practices

Real-time and Historic analytics 

Interactive, customizable dashboards

 Proprietary behavioral KPI - Community Health Index

 Allow members to create Closed, Hidden, and Public groups

Community content syndication tools to embed interactive content in other sites
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Security, privacy, and 
accessibility

Your online community checklist

Real time virus scanning of all attachments

Encrypted data storage and transfer

Privacy guard to protect user email IDs and maintain secure login
 
Multiple configurable content filters for profanity or abuse

Preset included filters that can be configured
 
Spam detection via lists or content
 
Flood controls for spam management

Audits of agent actions and responses

Records retention for compliance

Advanced, configurable plugin with separate update path for accessibility, ex:

 Screen readers

 Voice to text

 Image tags

SOC2 Type 2 and ISO 27001 Compliance

Support for 38 languages and ability to add more on demand

Enterprise grade reliability and data protection. Features to serve all audiences
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Harness flexible, fully configurable moderation tools and feature settings.

Administration and 
configuration

Your online community checklist

Moderation at scale: 

 Permanent or temporary user bans

 Configurable workflows for 

Robust admin management that includes: 

 100+ permissions configurable down 
 to the node level 

 Flexible topic and post creation, 
 modification, and deletion 
 capabilities for authorized role(s)

 Ability to broadcast email messages 
 to members via the community

 Email analytics to understand total 
 engagement and reach

Topics and posts can be easily created, 
modified, and deleted at any time by the 
authorized role

Ability for admins to pin or float messages 
or threads to the top of a page

Ability for moderator to log in and post as 
any member of the community

Ability to ban users temporarily or 
permanently

Bulk actions

Audit log

Ability to designate Group Hub management 
to key users
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Community content shareable via social 
networks including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
etc.

Subscription options for different types of 
content within the community for users

Visual indicators for newly created and 
read content

Notifications to alert users to changes they  
are interested in

“Sticky” posts that are easily found upon return

Ability to  flag content as inappropriate  
or abusive

Ability to reply to community messages via email

Subscription to forum or thread via Really 
Simple Syndication (RSS)

Real-time, customizable command center that 
displays operational data 

Ability to create custom dashboards that can 
be shared with other users

Ability to compare current data to historical data

Tracking for trending topics based on 
company-specific classifiers (as opposed  
to just keywords)

Ability to monitor performance based on 
individual teams/workgroups

Ability to monitor performance based on 
topic/type of conversation

Visibility into work queues of individual agents

Create a seamless experience for both community users and community moderators/admins. 

User experience
Your online community checklist
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Analytics and Reporting
Your online community checklist

Real time and historic analytics

Ability to monitor community health through native reporting and/or analytics

Recommended key performance indicators (KPIs) or suggested metrics to measure 
community health

Benchmark community metrics by industry, size, or type of community

Measure and report CSAT and NPS

Holistic view of all social channels’ measurement and engagement

Ability to design custom metrics/dashboards

Ability to provide return on investment (ROI) or business metrics

Community user activity reports

Reports on searches in the community

Ability to easily integrate with third-party analytics solutions

Measure community success in a way that translates to organizational business objectives. 
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Customization and 
configuration

Your online community checklist

Full customization including changes employing HTML, CSS, JS, and images

Ability for non-technical users to change page layouts and the user interface (UI) of 
community

Ability to apply different skins and layouts to different parts of the site

Migration path from a staging environment into production

High performance, easily customized default UI Experience that can launch in days

SDK for developers

Robust application program interface (API) for advanced integrations and customization

Support for 38 languages and ability to add more new ones

Design an amazing community experience that’s unique to your brand.
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Expert support, guidance, 
and partnership

Your online community checklist

Full service launch packages include:

 Basic branding included

 Experienced project manager to manage schedule and tasks

 Community strategy consultants and dedicated training and workshop sessions

 Single Sign On (SSO) Integration services

 Front end web engineer

 Application engineer

 QA Engineering

 Out of box templates for key content, terms of service, and moderation guidelines

Wide array of launch options 

Included support team

Dedicated Customer Success manager

Dedicated Account Manager

Free 1:1 Product Coaching

Return on Investment calculator based on third-party research

Digital maturity model to for charting strategy and executive buy-in

Every community comes with a dedicated team of experts to build an amazing customer 
experience tailored to your goals and brand.
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Manage a high volume of content with effective team collaboration across multiple roles, 
departments, and types of media.

Facilitate and 
manage content

Your online community checklist

Content organizable by tags or labels

Content curatable into knowledge articles

Ability to serve up related and personalized 
content

Ability for content to be associated with a user 
based upon role and expertise

Content can be pre-moderated or “filtered”

Ability to surface similar content to avoid 
redundant/repeat questions

Rated answers (i.e., accepted, not accepted, 
incomplete) by authorized role

Search of private messages by admins

Multimedia library of photos and videos for 
users

Easy multimedia upload of assets at the same 
time from mobile or desktop

Photo galleries with scrolling

Embed livestreams into events

Contests and/or polls

Ability to submit and vote on ideas

@ mentions of users and products

Integration of product catalogs via API or XML

Content syndication tool for automated 
embedding of content in other digital channel

Bulk and managed content archival tools
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Gamification
Your online community checklist

Rank and reputation based on customizable, complex logic        
(includes community engagement and external data)

Access and roles based on rank

Recognition  for different behaviors at different levels

Automatic rewards for users

Moderation or administrative privileges based on ranks for users

Ability to score and understand the influence of your community 
members across various social channels including community

Motivate participation and deepen engagement through game dynamics.
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Integration capabilities
Your online community checklist

Integration with single sign-on (SSO) and other systems

Robust APIs for easy integration to other systems (SSO, customer relationship management 
[CRM], marketing automation, business intelligence, .com, etc.)

CRM integration to provide an enhanced profile that includes social data, influence and 
expertise, etc.

CRM integration to create knowledge articles from existing systems

CRM integration to pull or search against community information for agents

Extensible UI for easy of front-end integrations

Integration with ticket management or service desk software

API for integration with offline, in-person events tools

Connect to product catalog systems to connect member conversations with product or store 
pages through syndication

Scale across the needs of your business while integrating with your existing technology investments. 
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Khoros, formerly Spredfast + Lithium, is the leading
customer engagement platform; built to turn siloed
knowledge into enterprise value, and customers
into contributors. By connecting consumer insights
across all departments, Khoros gives companies the
ability to run their business with their customers,
anticipating their needs and accelerating sales,
loyalty, and innovation.

With 2,000+ brands using Khoros software, including 
52 of the Interbrand
100, and ten offices globally, Khoros powers
approximately 500 million digital interactions every
day. From social media to online communities and
messaging to digital customer care, Khoros helps
companies authentically connect with customers
throughout their journey.

For more information,
visit our website:

Khoros.com


